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Sometimes a while back, roughly 
eight days, three hours and fifteen 
minutes ago, give or take, a curious 
craving latched onto The Guts De 
Duke. What the hell it all might 
relate to, is the fact that I was in 
the mood for some hippin', hoppin, 
booty-shakin' etc. I'd managed to 
acquire a booty, one fit for any 
amount of shakin', and so arranged 
the iTunes playlist thing in such a 
way that I would be hit in the ear-
tubes with burst after burst of 
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Mark Edward Manning
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[more]

On The Downing Street 
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author Stephen Mansfield 
examines what our soldiers 
feel and fear on battlefields, 
from Lexington to the current 
ravaging conflict in Iraq; an 
extraordinary book treading 
on issues and subjects that 
few books have ever covered.
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randomly selected "rap" and / or 
"hip-hop".

I sat back, put my feet up as high 
as I could bear without givin' myself 
a nose-bleed, and hoped some fine, 
fine fuck-laced urban mania would 
erupt right the hell there. 

Twenty three track selections later, 
I still ain't hopped my hip a 
motherfucking inch. Track after 
track of "Intro" and "Skit" and 
"Motherfuckers out Outkast talkin' 
bout smokin' the weeds and doin' 
the filth". 

I think I either threw the Personal 
PC in front of a bus, or shut it down 
in disgust. Either way, weren't a 
damn booty shook.

What a fella needs, I realized there 
and then, is some prime Public 
Enemy. Unfortunately I realized this 
all too late, and the PC was already 
doin' that eerie backwards banshee 
howl it does when it's set to die. 

I was gonna have to plough 
through these mountains of 
Compact CD's, mountains that 
have, at irregular intervals, been 
impeccably arranged in easy-to-find 
categories, but, inevitably, end up 
de-categorized and flung to the 
furthest reaches of my home mere 
moments later. 

But I fucking must have some 
Public Enemy, I realized. Any 
amount of excavation will be worth 
it. 

A man can't hope to start these 
sortsa shenanigans on a full 
bladder, so I had to take a moment 
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[more]
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[more]
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Morris Dies by Eric Olsen
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[more]

On Ismail Merchant, Master 
Filmmaker passes away by 
Eric Olsen
not an unreasonable point 
Doc, but as the person w... 
[more]

On More Soulja Slim death 
by Renea
I RAELLY CAN'T SAY TO 
MUCH CAUSE I REALLY 
DIDN'T K... [more]

On Michael Jackson Trial: 
Defense Rests After Tucker 
Testimony by james 
mclafferty
It certainly does. [more]

On American Idol: Are the 
AOL Poll Results Reliable? by 
Eric Olsen
with Carrie winning the "real" 
poll, that lends cr... [more]
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for to go piss before commencing. 
Wandering past the front door, I 
saw a parcel lain on the hall carpet, 
a parcel containing a DVD, a DVD 
which I discovered, as I walked 
upstairs, was nothing less than 
Public Enemy - It Takes A 
Nation: The First London 
Invasion Tour 1987.

I took this miraculous occurrence as 
definite proof of two hypotheses 
I've long nurtured; Not only is God 
only too happy to help a fella in 
need of a chunka Chuck D, but 
also, the most amazing things in 
life are to be found on the way to or 
from the toilet. 

Let me tell you this shit right here; 

When it comes to records set to 
blow the flesh off of your jaws and 
splatter the walls behind your head 
in all manner a jaw-gunk, It Takes 
A Nation Of Millions To Hold Us 
Back by Public Enemy is up there 
with anything by Black Flag or The 
Dead Kennedys or Michael Bolton. 

Q Magazine listed it a few years ago 
as one of the ten best political 
records ever made, and mused 
something along the lines of how 
"Rock music sounded bloodless 
after this." I didn't hear it for ages 
after it came out, so who knows if 
Q Magazine had their facts right, 
but one thing's for sure - When The 
Duke eventually done picked up 
said record, I can tell you here and 
now that 90% of my record 
collection suddenly seemed horribly 
limp. 

What this It Takes A Nation DVD 
concerns itself with, is capturing 

Blogcritics.org by Eric Olsen
do you mean the link from 
the left sidebar? [more]

On Embryos, elderly escape 
Bush by Nancy
I do wish Bush would get 
himself an adviser who wo... 
[more]

On Lost for words by Stephen
Those of you who are 
whining and complaining 
about... [more]

On Game Wars: 360 vs. PS3 
by ps3 sucks
major nelson works at 
microsoft and he has said 
th... [more]

On Bambi - "The water's 
stiff" again at special 
Academy viewing by Eric 
Olsen
I can't recall ever eating 
venison, although I don... 
[more]

On Interview On Subject 2 
Discussion Tonight by Eric 
Olsen
thanks all - show archived 
here [more]

On American Idol: 
Underwood Carries The Day 
by Eric Olsen
super super job Sticker, all 
your hard work is ver... 
[more]

On American Idol--Blogging 
Carrie's Win by Eric Olsen
thanks so much Matt, 
excellent job! [more]

On FBI Shuts Down 
BitTorrent Site by Eric Olsen
very interesting Quack, 
thanks - I lean toward you... 
[more]

On Michael Jackson Trial: 
"I'm telling you there was 
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So Sexy

dropthatsock.com
for your canine addiction.

Public Enemy, via a live show in 
London, at that moment, that 
precise point when all those 
whistling noises and mangled 
samples and paint-strippin' rage all 
truly gelled. It represents not a 
glorious birth, but a glorious 
maturity, the promise hinted at via 
Yo! Bum Rush The Show 
materializing right there in the eyes 
and ears of all who had the damn 
sense to be paying attention.

I wasn't one, I was too busy 
worrying bout the impending 
onslaught of puberty, but ain't no 
harm in showing up late, so long as 
the party was worth the bother. 

This right here is hip-hop, but it's 
also pure, raging Punk Fuckin Rock. 

It's fair to say the video quality on 
the DVD's Main Feature ain't 
exactly wonderful, obviously taken 
from a VHS source. It's fair to say 
the sound ain't the best sound you 
ever heard. It's fair to say none of 
that matters a newscaster's wank.

What this presents to a fella's 
ignorant hide, is the sights and 
sounds of a band, an incredible 
band, showing up in the UK and 
blowing the molten fuck out the 
place. 

The second the feature kicked off, 
with that air-raid siren, with the 
Security Of The First World 
marching round the stage with their 
camouflage and their UZI's, the 
second "London, England" was 
instructed to "Make some fuckin' 
noise!", some kind of flaming drill-
bit pierced me at the arse-bone and 
blazed a trail along my spine, 

only a leg wax" by james 
mclafferty
Hello,SALMON CATCHER:-),
fine thanks yourself?,hear... 
[more]

On Star Wars Attack of the 
Clones by Brooke Lee
I did watch it on Fox; doesn't 
that make sense as ... [more]
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eventually penetrating the back of 
my skull and causing no enda 
motherfucking ruckus in the brain-
sauce. 

This shit is just astonishing, is what 
it is.

Over the course of the sixty minute 
feature, we get to see plenty of 
Public Enemy off-stage, too; Doin' 
the rounds with journalists, doing 
some wandering around the Hilton 
Hotel where they were staying, 
doing plenty explaining of the ethos 
and the ideals, plenty talk of the 
work Public Enemy were involved in 
aside from showing up and 
knocking folks lungs out with some 
of the most incendiary hip-hop 
known to humanity.

The interview snippets are 
fantastic, stuff like Chuck D 
discussing the "third-world 
countries" ("The first men were 
Africans, Africa is a first-world 
country"), the position of the black 
male in America and all sortsa 
ideological and sociological 
concerns with various, it must be 
said, rather patronizing English 
journalists. Even if a fella finds it 
hard to get behind everything 
Chuck D has spouted in his time 
(his views on homosexuality in 
particular can't help but cause a bit 
of the head-shaking and sighing), a 
fella could listen to him all night, an 
articulate, intelligent, radical-
minded visionary of some kind, and 
holy mother of fuck, when he starts 
spittin' rhymes from the stage, it's 
all a fella can do to keep from 
dropping to his knees and gazing 
slack-jawed at the screen. 

by uao
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Needless to say, the Chuck D 
commentary is fantastic.

The uninterrupted concert is 
included on the disc, too, free of 
the back-stage banter and press 
jaunts and so on. There's also some 
stuff taken from a 2003 show in 
Australia. I don't know if it's 
appropriate to refer to such 
material as "Extras", since they're 
pretty much essential viewing. 

Chuck D yacks on the commentary 
about how this is the first in a 
series of Public Enemy DVD's, and 
talks of an upcoming special edition 
of the album itself featuring a load 
more footage from the period. 

Till then, this shit here is more than 
enough to keep a man engrossed. 

In addition, this package contains a 
bonus audio CD with the concert 
from the DVD (with, sadly, fairly 
shoddy sound quality), plus a few 
extra remixes of Nation Of 
Millions… album tracks, and a 
sneak peak at some forthcoming 
material, which sounds fucking 
great, I might add.

The simple facts of the case are 
something along the lines of this 
shit here;

If you dig Public Enemy, if you can't 
help but holler from the 
motherfucking rooftops every time 
My Uzi Weighs A Ton pops into your 
head, then there ain't a reason in 
the world to ignore this release. The 
audio / visual quality is ropy, but 
the sight of the S1W marching 
round with those shades and those 
berets as Terminator X tears the 
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fuck out some helpless 12", with 
Flava Flav and Chuck D bouncing 
rhymes off of one another, the 
majesty of that tomfoolery makes 
up for any amount of technical 
limitations. 

Bring the motherfucking noise, is all 
a fella can hope to ask.

Thank you, Kirsten. You bring my 
noise, is the truth of it all. 

Thanks folks

The Duke resides at Mondo Irlando

Hear The Duke's Latest Net-Record 
Here On Blogcritics

More fine reading at 
Blogcritics.org. Scroll 
down to read 
comments on this 
story and/or add one 
of your own. Support 
Blogcritics.org by 
shopping at Amazon.
com from this page.
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Posted by Duke De Mondo on May 25, 
2005 08:10 PM (See all posts by Duke De 
Mondo)
Filed under: Music, Music: Hip-hop, Music: 
Live Concerts, Music: Rap, Music: Video

Comment on this post and/or leave a 
message for the author here.
Comment 1 posted by godoggo on May 25, 

2005 11:27 PM: 

If I remember correctly there was 
once a show with Living Colour and 
Bad Brains, or maybe Fishbone, 
opening for PE. Anyway, I bet is was 
quite a show.

Comment 2 posted by HW Saxton on May 

26, 2005 12:11 AM: 

Yeeeeaaaah, Bwoooeeeeey, What Im 
sayin'. The Duke got some 
soooooooooooouuuuuuul.
Now put your hands in the air and 
shake
'em like ya just don't care, my 
mellow! To the beat Duke. Hey there, 
good review, all foolishness aside. 
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Mike Wendland's High Tech 
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Movie Blog Pick
Toronto Star

2004 Weblog Awards
Best Group Weblog Nominee

RSSTop55
Best Blog Directory And 
RSS Submission Sites 

   Blog: contraction of "web 
log," i.e., personal journalism 
web site.
+ Critics: those who discuss 
and evaluate cultural artifacts.
= Blogcritics.org: News and 
reviews of popular culture by 
multitude of superior 
bloggers.
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I didn't know that Funk was legal in 
the UK. I always knew that you 
Gaelic types were rather adept at 
dancing a mean jig to *phyfe & fiddle 
around the hearth and all that but... 

Seriously, I like P.E. a lot despite the 
mixing of music and politics. I prefer 
one as an escape from the other if 
you know what I mean. But when 
they are so intertwined to a rock solid 
beat, it's kind of hard to deny the 
greatness.

This is the case for me with Fela, a 
lot of reggae music, JJC & The 419 
Squad and Public Enemy not to 
mention J.B. 
Again, great review Duke. You never 
fail to entertain, even with your 
reviews of things I couldn't give a 
damn about. 

Best Regards,
Harold

*Phyfe - That's the HipHop spelling 
my
phunky friend.

Post a comment

(Or ping: http://blogcritics.org/mt/
tb/30143/)

[ Please read the Official Comment 
Policy.]

Name:

Email Address:

(The email address will be displayed 
using special encoding for spam-
protection, and is not displayed at all 
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